
The Legacy of the Rocky River Chapter of Trout Unlimited 
(wisdom maybe and few stories you may or may not want to know) 

 
Having been credited for naming the Chapter, Dr. John Benbow was constantly being 
told that there were NO TROUT in the Rocky River. The rare Rocky River Rainbow 
pictured with the RRTU History was caught and mounted by John as evidential proof to 
the contrary. Regardless, the Chapter name came from the simple fact that when the 
Chapter was founded, almost half the members were east of Rocky River, mostly in 
Cabarras County and half the members were west of Rocky River, mostly in 
Mecklenburg County. 
 
During the years the Chapter raised funds with a banquet, alcohol was a prime ingredient 
for transforming a shy angler sitting at a table all dressed in a coat and tie rather than a 
more functional pair of chest waders into the highest bidder. Regardless, it was always 
perplexing to see a donated guided trip or new fly rod sell for what it was worth or 
slightly less. Yet, Mildred English would bake a cake for the auction and it would sell for 
up to $100 or ten times what it was worth in a bakery. Everyone loves Mildred’s cake, 
then and now. 
 
Much like trout fishers who live anywhere in Piedmont North Carolina, anglers in the 
greater Charlotte area have a long drive to a mountain trout stream. Challenge accepted! 
We meet, we plan, and we fish for trout together whenever we get a day or a few days to 
satisfy our passion for trout fishing. The Chapter averages about two weeks of streamside 
days annually or four percent of the days in a year. There are fifty-two Saturdays 
available to an angler each year and the Chapter schedules up to ten Saturdays for 
Streamsides or twenty percent of the Saturdays in a year. The membership is serious 
about traveling to a mountain trout stream and fishing together. As for the long drive, it is 
best with a buddy or two. The conversation going to the mountains is full of anticipation 
and goes quickly. The conversation coming home is full of satisfying stories. Days 
simply do not get any better! 
 
The debate in the 1980’s was all about spin fishing versus fly fishing for trout. Those that 
fly fished were considered to be little uppity by those that spin fished and those that spin 
fished tended to shy away from the difficulties of learning to cast a fly rod. Those that 
fished for trout with bait were not even allowed into the debate. Most anglers who fly 
fished were inclined to practice catch-and-release, mostly fished in solitude on wild 
streams only just for the challenge and fished upstream with a single hook fly. Those that 
spin fished seldom fished without pursuing the creel limit, taking trout home to eat, 
mostly fished with a buddy, viewed either stocked or wild trout as equally satisfying to 
catch and mostly fished downstream with a lure with treble hooks. When the spin and fly 
anglers met on a stream, they were both faced with fishing over the waters that the other 
had already covered. So what has changed? The debate does continue among a few in 
both camps. The characteristics of both have not changed but rather the characteristics of 
those that spin or fly fish have evolved. The Delayed Harvest regulation and the 
availability of larger trout in good numbers have drawn both camps to the same few 
streams which are much easier to access than remote, wild streams. The debate could be 



in your face and face-to-face but most anglers are just not like that. Rather, if we strike up 
a conversation, we actually share information about where the fish are, whether they 
appear to be actively feeding, how many anglers have been spotted upstream or 
downstream, where you are from, how often you fish here and so on. Both are practicing 
catch-and-release until the summer months, upstream or downstream does not matter as 
much as every good pool or run is pressured several times in a day, a stocked trout of size 
is a worthy opponent to play, land and release, flies and lure both cost a fortune and are 
readily lost in a tree or submerged log from time to time and most anglers have at least 
tried both methods to arrive at their preference. So what has changed and for the better? 
There is less debate, more conversation, more trout fishing and more catching.  
 
Here is a final word for you, the brave angler who has read about our legacy. Chapter 
members tend to play practical jokes on each other when they have too much time on 
their hands which is a nice way of saying they were not catching that day. Of course 
practical jokes have little meaning unless they are well documented and shared with the 
whole membership. And keep in mind, the recipient had fun with the overall ending as 
well. To encourage the tradition of practical jokes that are fun, documented and shared, 
here is one of the all time practical jokes of Rocky River Trout Unlimited. This was a 
major production and remains the endeavor to be out done! 
 
Years ago, at the Trout Unlimited National Convention held in New York, John Benbow, 
Denny Burrows, Dick Murrell, Walt Mizelle and Alen Baker attended the grand meeting 
and fly fished the famous waters of the Beaverkill, Neversink and other streams around  
Trout town U.S.A - Roscoe, New York. While Alen and Walt attended the meetings on 
Saturday, the rest of the group decided to play a practical joke on Walt. They staged his 
disappearance and systematically sought help from everyone around by asking,  have you  
seen Walt. If you noticed the slide show on the webpage that probably did not make any 
since to you, go back and view this elaborate production. The slides were presented and 
explained as part of the groups report of the national meeting. For historical purposes, 
you are challenged to top this one! 
 


